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Who’s Keeping Count?
Cricket Scoreboard Systems specialise in the design,
manufacture, installation and maintenance of manual and
electronic cricket scoreboards. Despite being a relatively
new business, we already have an impressive clientele
ranging from small clubs to major national sports
associations, schools, colleges and universities.
We are part of UK Scoreboard Systems, dealing in the
manufacture, installation and supply of parts to the cricket
sector.
Whether large or small, each of our clients receives the
same friendly, personal service - and we’re always on-hand
to offer all the help and advice that you might need.
So, if you are considering the installation of a new cricket
scoreboard, or replacing an old or inadequate system, then
please contact us for a free quote, a system demonstration
or a site visit.

Roof mounted cricket scoreboard

Upgrading an existing system.

Refurbishing an ageing system.

Construction Materials
Our electronic cricket scoreboards are built into an
aluminium casing and painted matt black as standard.
Alternatively, they can be powder coated in a variety of
colours for a small, additional, charge.
Vinyl lettering is used for the captions on the scoreboards
and all our electronic systems benefit from 6mm UV
protected polycarbonate that has can be specially treated
with an anti-glare coating for a small additional cost. This
protects the display modules and eliminates glare from the
scoreboard, allowing clear views of the numbers on display.
The polycarbonate is secured with silicone sealed joints
which help to ensure that the units are water tight and
weatherproof.

Wireless Control Systems
All our electronic systems are supplied with a wireless
remote control unit as standard. The control units have
been designed for easy, no nonsense operation, however,
should you require a hard wired control unit, this can also
be accommodated.

Lightweight aluminium, weatherproof and portable.

Portable, easy to use remote control.

Wireless control from up to 125 metres.

With most of our wireless control systems the numerical
information displayed on the Scoreboard is also displayed
on the control unit. This means that the scorer does not
need to see the scoreboard in order to operate it.

Display Modules
All our electronic cricket Scoreboards are built using seven
segment display modules, this is the only suitable solution
for cricket grounds. These are proven to be reliable and safe
with excellent viewing capabilities, unlike LED systems.

Powering the Systems
Don’t worry if you have no mains power at your club as our
electronic systems operate at 12 Volts DC.
A battery pack is available to provide a safe and convenient
alternative where mains power is not available.

Portability
As well as fixed systems, we are also able to provide
portable electronic scoreboards and timing systems that can
be easily transported, operated, dismantled and put into
storage until your next match or event.

Bespoke, remotely controlled portable scoreboard system.

Systems built to your own requirement.

Easy to stow away after use.

Athletics Scoreboards and Timing Systems
We have a range of standard cricket scoreboards available
and ready for shipment. In addition, we can construct units
to your own sizes and specifications.

Manual Cricket Scoreboards - New and Replacement Parts
We stock the full range of spare parts for your manual cricket
scoreboards - pricing details are available on request.

Manual Cricket Scoreboards
In addition to electronic cricket scoreboards, we also
manufacture manually operated units,
either ‘off the shelf’ designs or bespoke.
These scoreboards are ideal for smaller
clubs or organisations where funding is
difficult, or where a more traditional
look is required. All include your own
club or sponsors name and can be wall
mounted or free standing. Manual
cricket scoreboards can be supplied in
kit form for self-assembly. We only use quality components
and materials ensuring a robust, reliable system that
represents excellent value for money.

Telegraph Number Plates (spare numbers also available)

Whole Number Plates (printed
on both sides)

Mechanical Scorers (spare
numbers also available)

Scoreboard Kit

Club Sign Kits

We also supply club names, logos etc mounted on plastic fascias
ready to use with your scoreboards.

We have built electronic sports scoreboard systems for the following
sports: Athletics, Badminton, Basketball, Bowls, Boxing, Cricket,
Fencing, Football, Hockey, Horse Jumping, Judo, Karate, Kick Boxing,
Netball, Polo, Rugby, Tennis.

Basic timer

Basic cricket scoreboard
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Basic tennis scoreboard

Basic rugby/soccer scoreboard

Intermediary cricket scoreboard

Basic basketball scoreboard

For peace of mind our range of products come with a comprehensive
12 Months parts and labour warranty. We can also provide
maintenance contracts ensuring that your systems are kept in excellent
working order throughout their life.
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